
 

CORT AC70 OP  

120,00 € tax included  
Reference: COAC70OP

CORT AC70 OP  

The traditional style AC models have been re-engineered to improve resonance for an authentic classical guitar sound. The nice
combination of tone-woods yields a traditional, deep and delightfully mellow tone. Cort AC series is very forgiving of student
mistakes,requiring slightly less precision and sharpness for a good tone.

3/4 Size Mini Body:
the downsized body makes the guitar very portable for travel while delivering a big sound that belies its size. Ideal for female players and
children alike with body depths of 82*87mm.

Spruce Top:
spruce provides an ideal balance between strength and flexibility, hence its overwhelming popularity as the wood of choice for tops of
acoustic guitars. Spruce’s versatile sonic character makes it ideal for a variety of musical genres and playing styles.

Mahogany Back & Sides:
bright yet natural with a strong and warm midrange, the beloved mahogany wood has been a standard for back and sides on premium
acoustics for many decades.

22.8” (578mm) Scale:
the shorter scale facilitates ease of playing for female players and children alike to fit the concept of a smaller-sized guitar.

1 ¾” (45mm) Nut Width:
a slightly narrower nut width that is good for both classical and traditional steel-string acoustic players.

CLASSICAL HEAD VOLUTE:
the volute makes the player’s left thumb feel comfortable during playing to enhance playability.

Included Gig-bag:
this model comes standard with a gig-bag.

D’Addario EXP46N Strings:
the coated classical nylon strings resist discoloration and corrosion better than standard strings while retaining liveliness and power.
Even after the guitar hasn’t been played for weeks or months at a time sitting on a stand or stowed away in its case, the strings still look,
sound and feel fresh.  
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